"Take 5 to Make 5: Taking action to shift the gender leadership gap."

1. Learn the external factors contributing to the gender leadership gap.
2. Discover how imposter syndrome contributes to the gender leadership gap.
3. Identify 5 actions you can take to reverse the gender leadership gap.

WebEx Connection Details:
https://ucdhs.webex.com/ucdhs/j.php?MTID=ma7d6be9471aa062f48783af6cdb3c673
Meeting number/Access Code: 1355208272; Password: J5yS7ZyVPM4
Join by phone: 1-408-792-6300

TIPS: 1) Log-in prior to start time; 2) Mute your phone; 3) Avoid dual log-in (phone and computer at the same time causes echoes).